
CATERPILLAR 
PARTNERSHIP HELPS 
KELE MINING SOLUTIONS 
TURN ITS GOAL OF 
OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE 
INTO REALITY

FROM ACQUISITION TO OPERATION TO 
REPLACEMENT, DATA DRIVES DECISIONS

Every successful business owner is on a quest  
to achieve optimal performance. Jomo Khomo,  

              owner of KELE Mining Solutions, is no exception.  
His niche contract mining services company has a vision: to ensure clients attain maximum 
output via innovative, safe, cost-effective methods of extracting ore, using proprietary mining 
technology to improve safety and productivity.

It’s a goal the South Africa-based company’s operations are well on their way to realizing, 
thanks to an innovative partnership with Cat® dealer Barloworld Equipment (BWE) and 
Caterpillar Job Site Solutions.

Since October 2018, KELE has partnered with BWE and JSS to manage a fleet of seven 
machines located at the Sishen mine site, a large iron mine located in Kathu in South Africa’s 
Northern Cape.

The partnership encompasses the entire equipment value chain—from machine acquisition  
and fleet maintenance, to productivity and operator efficiency, to machine lifecycle decisions 
and replacement.

Data plays a critical role every step of the way. KELE is the first of BWE’s customers to take 
advantage of JSS fleet management experts—using onboard telematics and VisionLink® 
software to collect and analyze equipment data—to advise on solutions ranging from  
machine utilization and right-sizing to fuel consumption, idle time and overall productivity.

JSS fleet management experts also use remote-monitoring tools to track operator-driven  
events for KELE, proactively identifying issues, providing recommendations to prevent  
potential failures and helping ensure production continuity at the mine.

In addition, KELE is the first of BWE’s JSS customers to use Cat Inspect, a mobile app that 
simplifies the inspection process. Cat Inspect lets KELE users download and complete Caterpillar 
preventive maintenance checklists, technical analysis inspections, daily walkarounds and more, 
as well as add their own custom inspections—all using their smartphones or tablets.
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By partnering with JSS and BWE, KELE has been 
able to put more focus on its core business and 
its overall performance goals. That’s resulted in 
significant bottom-line benefits for the company.

A safer site: Remote monitoring of operator 
performance led to an 87% reduction in onboard 
safety events—from 63 to just eight—in the  
first six months of the partnership.

Greater productivity: Relying on technology  
and actionable data has made it easier  
to identify areas of improvement, driving  
increased mechanical availability.

Lower costs: Controlled and predictable expenditures, a right-sized fleet, outsourced 
maintenance and access to financing solutions—combined with improved safety performance 
and risk mitigation—all have helped KELE reduce owning and operating expenses.

Clearly, the partnership between KELE, BWE and JSS—the first of its kind in southern  
Africa—has been a success for all involved. Yunus Gangaram, JSS manager at BWE,  
is delighted with the progress to date and believes JSS is the “perfect application”  
for any site with a minimum of three machines in operation and a focus on productivity.

“The main thing,” he says, “is how we deliver value to our customers by continually  
improving the management of their fleet.”
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FOCUSING ON WHAT MATTERS  
DELIVERING RESULTS WHERE IT COUNTS
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WE DELIVER VALUE TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
BY CONTINUALLY IMPROVING THE 
MANAGEMENT OF THEIR FLEET.
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Anthony Perry, Product Support Manager for 
Caterpillar Job Site Solutions


